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A Fair Cop - Wikipedia
it's a fair cop meaning, definition, what is it's a fair cop:
used humorously when someone has discove: Learn more.
fair cop - Wiktionary
it's a fair cop meaning: something you say when someone has
caught you doing something wrong and you agree that you were
wrong. Learn more.
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it's a fair cop meaning: something you say when someone has
caught you doing something wrong and you agree that you were
wrong. Learn more.
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Jan 22, Fair cop. Q From Geoff Bird: In one of the Monty
Python movies, as a woman falsely accused of being a witch is
being carted off to her destiny.

BBC Radio 4 - It's a Fair Cop
—used to admit that one did something wrong and was caught
fairly I'm annoyed about the speeding ticket, but it's a fair
cop.
BBC Radio 4 - It's a Fair Cop - Episode guide
Define it's a fair cop (phrase) and get synonyms. What is it's
a fair cop (phrase)? it's a fair cop (phrase) meaning,
pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary.
It's a fair cop - Picture of Fox in a Box Stockholm, Stockholm
- TripAdvisor
A Fair Cop is a memoir by Michael Bunting, a former British
police officer. After attending an incident during the course
of his duties, Bunting was found.
it’s a fair cop | meaning of it’s a fair cop in Longman
Dictionary of Contemporary English | LDOCE
English[edit]. Noun[edit]. fair cop (plural fair cops). A
justifiable or reasonable capture or apprehension; also,
broadly, a just or inescapable accusation.
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However, she strictly enforces a professional relationship
between. She even keeps the boots on. Rating details.
Pleasehelpimproveitordiscusstheseissuesonthetalkpage. However,
at the end of Gotham Central she quit the force in disgust,
and as of 52 wears the mantle of The Question. Languages Add
links. NewWordsshofficenounJune24,IrelandERSCymru.So a cop in
this sense was an example of a seizure or capture. Evans from
World of Winx.
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